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Abstract 

Here, we present preliminary results obtained from a station that monitors the Schumann resonance between -o Hz
and 50 Hz. The station is currently under development in Mexico (latitude 19º 48' 19ª N, longitude 101º 41' 39· W). This
station is the first of its kind in the region that includes Mexico, the Caribbean and Central America. The station has two 
inductive antennas, one for each horizontal magnetic field component. We measured Schumann Resonance harmonics 
at 7.74, 14.11 and 20.22 Hz. We present the frequency and amplitude behavior of the first three Schumann Resonance 
harmonics between 00:00 and 08:00 LT along several days during April, 2012. 
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1. lntroduction

T
he phenomenon known as the Schwnann resonance (SR)
was hypothesized in the l 950s [ 1]. Toe space between 

the Earth's surface and the lower ionosphere fonns a capacitor, 
the Schumann-resonance signals being the electromagnetic 
resonances of this cavity. These signals are measured in the 
extremely low frequency (ELF) band of --0 Hz to 50 Hz. Toe 
Schumann-resonance frequencies are given by the following 
equation: 

Ín =-c-�n(n+l), 
2rra 

where fn is the corresponding hannonic, a is the Earth 's radius, 
and e is the speed of light. Toe :fundamental mode is 10.6 Hz, 
and the first four harmonics are at 18.4 Hz, 26 Hz, 33.5 Hz, and 
41.1 Hz. Toe first definite experimental confirmation of the 
Schwnann resonance was obtained by Balser and Wagner 
(1960) [2], showing spectral peaks near 7.8 Hz, 14.2 Hz, 
19.6 Hz, 25.9 Hz and 32 Hz. 
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Toe Schumann-resonance variations are caused by global 
atmospheric lightning, and geophysical and solar activity. The 
Schumann resonance presents clear daily and seasonal changes 
[3-5]. Toe study of the Schwnann resonance has become very 
important, as these signals can monitor seismic events [6, 7], 
climate [8-11], the ionosphere [3], solar activity [12-14], or 
could even impact human health [15, 16]. 

Toe design and construction of dipole antennas to detect 
the electrical component is almost impossible, due to the very 
long wavelengths associated with the Schumann resonance. For 
instance, for a frequency of-8 Hz, the wavelength is 3 7 ,500 km. 
Toe best option is then to use inductive antennas to detect the 
magnetic component ofthe signal [17, 18]. 

Toe Schumann resonance's electric and magnetic ampli
tudes are very low, and can be masked by natural and man
made interference. That is why the antenna's receivers must 
have special characteristics conceming their interna! noise, 
input impedance, :filtering, and voltage gain (G) [18]. 
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HeN, we pment lb.e development of a stalion 1hat moni· 
tor& 1he Seln1rn11t111 -· � in Coeneo, Míl:h� 
México (aee Figure 1). With geo¡mpbic latitwle 19° 43' 19"N 
end longilude 10 l" 41' 39" W, and magnetic coontinate6 29" N 
in latitucle and 174° W in longílllde,. 1he llation il at 1964 m af
alli:tade. ltis imponamto pointoatthatthiutation il thofintof 
itrl kind in the region tbat iw:ludes Mexico, the Canbbean and 
CemralAmerica 

2. Matertala and Methods

Wc, haw dxRe buic c:1rment., in the SdUIIDl!DIJ1'C'80lllllleC 
Blalion'• hardware: 1) 1he � 2) 1he receiver, and 3) 1he 
�onsystem. 

2.1 Antenna 

The inductivo antenna hu tho following characteristics: 
it is 200 cm in length, S cm in cmmor diameter, and 4 cm in 
iD!emal diameter. Tho ooilll ar:e wmped on a high-magnetic
p«JDO"bility malerial (p«malloy), end � in 811 
aluminmn mbe, wlñch in tum is inBide a gb.w-:liber 1ubo. 
The c:xtremCII 11!e -1ed with IIOll.·Ícmc materia1s. The etbles 
exit from one oí the ooil'a ends. Tbe intemal stroeture oí 1he 
arttenna is ehown in FI� 2. Thc lllllelm.a's co:l1s ere eer
maúed into eigbt perlll: Chis clesip responde onl.y to thc cue 
of lheir manufac111tt;. By having an iron core (perm.alloy), the 
antenna does not substantially dlange its properties as a sensor 
responsivo to 1he � si,gna1s. Tho two ammmas lhai 
meuure dio two horizontal compcme:t1ta of 1ho rnagD"tic tiold 
weie orimtod 1IOl11Houlh lllld eut-west, 118ing a compu,. 

Bodl lb.e mlem!a.il and =c:ptor& w-� 100 m liom 
1he laborlltoty whete the 111:quiBití.on � ia. Tbe lmlffflllls 
wa:e placed 20 cm abow the fUl'&ce level on ooncrctt: bloclal. 
The n:ceivm ere automaü.cally fed wilh batteriea, clwged by 
a solar panel Ali of !he sym,m is far ft'Olll iron elementa or 
struc1ures, 1111 well as from tho 60 Hz industrial onmgy web. 

2.2 Recelver 

Tho receiver hu a sirnplo dorip. bllled on tho UJO oí 
UJJ1l\imema1 �onal amplifu:ra. We chosc 1111 opai. mill
able demgn by HlllB Midihnayr (h11p:/lwww.vlt:itf� 
ullp1amp _schema..gíf). It ha.11 el¡ht operational ampllfiera. 
Fivc of the operational ampliflers npp:rcss the � local 
noise in lhe SO Hz to 60 Hz ben.el, end a Jaw-pass filtt:r delimit.s 
tho -.eM:11' bend bdwNn -O Hz end SO Hz. Tho rest of lhri 
oparali.onal amplifl.ers pecfo1m as de ampliftm, gívillg a de oxit 
aignal with variable wmpooems in 1ho O Hz to SO Hz band. Thia 
ait sipal is adju.-d in o&et in lillCh a. way lhat it delivon to 
the �lion &ystem a signa! 11pp10mmtoly botwoen ±6 V. 

We me interested. m 11:gistering the two h�tal norlh· 
aouth and east·west si8IJ&I componelll8. The Seln1m•nn-iwo
nenoe atation therefore has two amplifum. &ch emplifter 
.eparately processu !he menlioned componem, cle'livain,g 
them imo indoponclem chmnets oftho acqaisítion sysmn.. 

3. Acqullltlon Syatem

Tho amlog signa!& me dolivm,d by a bifilar cable tfirough 
the mnpli6.ers: 1liey havo a de oomponent wilh llw:1Wlting 

J!'lpre 1. A map eltow:lng the loe.táion of ti.e Seh�ct statioll in Mnl� (ERS-01) w:l:th geoguphie latitu.clt W
48' W' N ud longltllcle 1t1º 41' 39"' W, an.d magnetle latllu.de 29" N ad Joqlmde 174° W. 
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Figure 2a. The internal structure ofthe antennas: eight coils connected in series (i); permalloy-steel core, protruding 50 cm 

from the coils (ii). 

Figure 2b. The internal structure of the antennas: An alu

minum tube (i) as an electrostatic shield. 

Figure 2c. The internal structure of the antennas: Each coil 

has about 12000 toros of wire, 0.14 mm in diameter. The 

exterior diameter of each coil is 31.1 mm. 
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Figure 2d. The internal structure of the antennas: The 

core diameter (i) is 14. 75 mm. The length of each coil is 

113.55 mm, and the total number of coils is 1000 mm. The 

core length is 2000 mm. 
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signals detected by the antenna. They are sent to the connectors 
(SB-68-NI) and, from there, through the 5HC68-EP-NI cable 

to the 6036E PCI acquisition card. In this card, the signals are 

converted into digital format to be interpreted by the Lab View 

software. Toe data is sampled every ten minutes and stored in 
hourly, daily, and monthly files. Toe spectral plots are generated 
using the fast Fourier transfonn (FFT) of the Microcal Origin 

program. 

3. Development

The antennas are highly hermetic; however, as they are 

outside, we have to protect them from the natural elements. 
They are oriented in x, y, where x coincides with north-south 
and y coincides with east-west. In this way, we can identify the 
direction ofpropagation ofthe waves (Figure 3a). The antennas 

are connected to a BNC connector and twisted bi:filar and screen 

Figure 3a. The antennas and the receiver. 
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Figure 3b. A block diagram of the station, with two identical 
channels. 
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Figure 4. An example of a register: (a) a 10-minute register; 

(b) the normalized amplitude spectrum, obtained with the
FFT. The three harmonics are clearly observed. The time
and date ofthe observation was 04:09 LT/19/04/12.

to a physical ground at the receiver's connectors, each to an 
independent channel. Figure 3b shows the block diagram ofthe 
station. 

We furthermore designed a board using the commercial 

software PROTEUS. We next tested the circuit with a setup to 
assure the proper performance of the receiver (offset, :filters, 
amplifier levels, energy consumption and frequency response) . 
We found that for the 10 Hz frequency, the receiver's gain was 
43 dBV, and it had a consumption of 20 mA per channel and per 

feeding line ( +6V and -6V). The filters allow us to suppress, 

through variable-precision resistors, those unwanted frequencies 
that we have identified in the circuit. We also found a low 
dependence between the gain and the feeding. 

Currently, we are developing software that will allow us to 
transfer, store, and process the data, in order to directly have the 
Schumann-resonance spectra. 

4. Preliminary Results and Discussion

In spite of the interference still present in the measure

ments, we have obtained a large number of spectra during the 
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first few months of operation (384 in total). In those spectra, 
we identified at least the first three harmonics of the Schumann 
resonance, although in several spectra we also identified the 
fourth Schumann-resonance harmonics (Figures 4a and 4b ). 
The results of Figures 5a-5c and Figures 6a-6c correspond to 
April 9-15 andApril 18 of 2012, between 00:00 and 08:00 local 
time (LT). Toe average values of the central frequency were 
within the reported results: 7.74 Hz, 14.11 Hz, and 20.22 Hz 
(Figures 7 a-7 c ), consistent with the values reported by several 
authors. At other hours of the day, the presence of strong 
interference close to the Schumann-resonance harmonics made 
it very di:fficult to identify the Schumann-resonance spectra. Toe 
daily average behavior of the spectral frequency and amplitude 
of the studied samples indicated good time coherence among 
the :first three Schumann-resonance harmonics (see Table 1 and 
Figure 8). 

Nevertheless, we are still testing the most adequate place 
to locate the antennas in order to minimize interference. 

We would like to point out that although this station has 
an old design, the results are different from those of other sta
tions, because several Schumann-resonance perturbations are 
due to local electric discharges. By comparing the Schumann
resonance parameters of many stations, more-robust conclu
sions on the global climate can be obtained. Furthermore, as 
already shown in Figures 2 and 3, we do have sorne technical 
developments. 

We are also planning to construct two more identical 
stations, forming a triangle: Mexico-Cuba-Central America. 
In this way, in quasi-real time we will have the state of the 
Schumann resonances in the region, and in both the north-south 
and east-west coordinates. We do not yet know how we will 
integrate the stations. It is very important to remark that we 
already have another two sets of antennas that are identical to 
the Mexican set. 
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Figure 5. An eight-day average frequency spectrum of the 
three first Schumann-resonance harmonics for the eight 
days analyzed: (a) first harmonic, (b) second harmonic, (e) 
third harmonic. 
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Figure 6. The eight-day average spectral amplitude of the 
three first Schumann-resonance harmonics for the eight 

days analyzed: (a) first harmonic, (b) second harmonic, (e) 
third harmonic. 
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Table 1. Frequency and spectral amplitude measurements ofthe 

:6.rst :6.ve harmonics oí the Schumann resonances. 
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Figure 8. The :6.rst three Schumann-resonance harmonics 

during the analyzed period: (a) the daily spectral ampli
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F2 AF2 F3 AF3 

14.14 1.24 20.18 0.87 

14.18 1.21 20.27 0.86 

14.11 0.64 20.23 0.46 

14.03 0.62 20.22 0.42 

14.12 1.17 20.13 0.78 

14.2 1.31 20.27 0.89 

14.06 1.23 20.16 0.81 

14.06 0.68 20.28 0.43 

14.11 1.01 20.22 0.69 

5. Conclusions

We have presented preliminary results obtained from a 
Schumann-resonance station located in Mexico*** (19º 48' 
19" N and longitude 101 º 41' 39" W). Toe development of 
such a station is a tool for studies of geophysics, meteorology, 
the climate, the ionosphere, solar activity, and possibly 
human health. This station is the first of its kind in the region 
that includes Mexico, the Caribbean, and Central America. 
We measured Schumann-resonance harmonics at 7.74 Hz, 
14.11 Hz, and 20.22 Hz, which are within the results reported 
by other authors. We need further calibration ofthe antennas in 
order to validate future reported data. 

We believe that the results obtained so far allow us to state 
that the station is suitable for conducting systematic recordings 
that can carry out investigations in the region of interest. 
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